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Lemaire, Charles Antoine Rec. Jan. 11, 1858

Ghent, Nov. 7, 1857

Sir and very honored comrade in science,

During a récent trip to my beloved city of my birth (Paris), my friend Decaisne told me
that you had a collection eyes and that you cultivated ail the species of Cacti that we
were able to collect. You published a grand memoir on thèse plants that I have
unfortunately not been able to buy, but that I would like to consult. #

# Would you be so kind to send me a copy which would include ail the ones in Mexico.

I myself have studied those beautiful plants and have published several works on the
the subject. At this time many amateurs and correspondents are pressing me to recollect

in one volume ail what one knows about thèse plants, work destined to take the place of

an unfortunate book published by Mr. Labouret, where on each page and each line there
are mistakes of ail types. This made it more difficult for us to cultivate thèse plants.

Unfortunately the rarer collections have become less fréquent. On top of this, as you
well know, never or nearly never do the Cacti cultivated in Europe show their true

characteristics, mostly in regards the dimensions of their thorns. Under those
circumstances, a good botanical work on Cacti, written here, would be extremely difficult

and even impossible.

Therefore, I frankly corne to ask you for your help and your scholarly collaboration. You
could send me here, ( small but well classified) cacti that you cultivate with their exact
names: Mamillaria, Echinocactus, Echinopsis, Echinocereus, Cereus, Opuntia (

small spécimen with or without branches). I beg you also to confide in me your notes,
and your observations which will be published with your signature. Thèse observations
collected by a scholar as compétent as you on this subject and on many plants, will have
immense value in a book published in Europe.

This book that I want to produce, will have your name under the title, as collaborator, if

you feel comfortable with the idea. The other works that I have published in Paris and in

Ghent, on Cacti and other plants, and my large periodical publications, ail are a
guarantee of my zeal and good faith in regards this subject.

The live plants that I will be receiving from you will allow me to rectify the numerous
errors made by German authors, that have created species from plants grown from
seeds and when compared to those from their native land, do not have any physical
resemblance. Many of the varieties described by Ehrenberg fall into this category. In

other words, Mr Engelmann, even though we are separated by the Atlantic, we could
produce a beautiful and good book, useful to science, useful to amateurs and an honor
to thèse beautiful plants.

The plants that you are sending me, well dried, packaged and preserved against the
océan water, could, thanks to the steamers arrive at least in 6 weeks via Ambers or Le
Havre or an English port. ( However the expédition could take place until after our winter
that is to say until after May or better yet June.) As far as I am concemed I could, if you
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so wish, send you from here ail the Cacti from our collections, that you possibly do not
know and that you would like to own, in case you don 't have them in your garden.

Please pardon me, Sir, at not having the honor of knowing you personally. I allow myself
to request in this way your benevolence. I beg you to place my importunity, in behalf of
science and for the enthusiastic love that I have for thèse Cacti, and which I recognize.
You could add to my excuses in honoring me with your response.

In the meantime, Doctor, accept my greetings, in the hope that I can start this

correspondence with you, which would honor me.

Charles Lemaire

Prof, of Botany and Editor of the Horticultural Journal, in Ghent, Belgium.
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Lemaire, Charles Antoine

Rec. Nov 9. Ans. Nov 18

Ghent, October 11 1862

Very honored and very esteemed colleague in science,

I do not know if this third letter wili be happier than the previous ones. I am a benevolent
botanical traveller who is leaving for New York and from there in a horticultural

exploratory destination to Havana and Venezuela.

I had the ineffable regret of missing you by one day during your last day in Paris. Mr
Brouguiart and Mr. Delessert saw you the evening before. What misfortune! Imagine my
disappointment in not having met you personally. You are a Cactographer!.

I wish I had had the pleasure of talking with you on the subject that I need to know more
of. You have occupied yourself with prédilection with the Cacti.

For 4 or 5 years I have been occupied "con amore" with a serious and reasonable
monograph of the plants whose family I have published some works about, 15 years
ago. A more profound and scientific study of the species led me to know several new
genders which many have evoluted from the Echinocereus, Cylîndropuntia, etc.etc.

Unfortunately I have not been able to find the plants in there natural environment,
specially the ones that you have written about. I have exceedingly few documents and I

do not own the works that you have written specially those with sketches that you drew
with Brongniart and Delessert, who showed them to me!!! In vain I wrote Baillieres at

the London library, I have corresponded with the United States, but I have had no
response.

Because of thèse regrettable occurences for me and for my work, I need to humbly ask
if you could not lend me a copy of your works, specially the one with the drawings.

Therefor dear Sir, dear colleague, I need to have you understand my needs to obtain
more information in order to complète my work. I would like to honor your important
studies of thèse plants by citing your name in my writings.

This is the goal of my third letter. I would be honored to receive correspondence from
you.

While waiting, dear Sir, I pray you receive my most sincère respects.

Ch. Lemaire.

Prof, of Botany in Ghent.
I hurry to add, dear Sir, that your name will be
mentioned in my books and that an honorary
volume will be reserved for you.

translation: Manfred Thurmann
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Lemaire, Charles Rec. May 28th.

Ghent, May 9, 1863

Very dear Sir and dear Colleague in Science,

The day before yesterday I finally received, with extrême pleasure, your kind letters

dated Nov. 18, 1862 and April 6, 1863. I was worried about communicating with a
gentleman as distinguished as you, with whom contact will be for me, of great
importance for the work that for many years I have been engaged in and of which much
of the material has not yet been written.

I am furious at Mr. Robin for his unforgettable négligence. He took it upon himself not to

see you during your stay in New York . He was to spend another summer in Cuba in a
horticultural botanical endeavour. I will confront him directly if I have the pleasure of
seeing him again! This type of traveller is not to be trusted. I tremble for him!.

Mr. Brongniart was so kind to show me one of your beautiful volumes: (Cacti of the ???)
It makes my mouth water!! Since my youth I have been an enthusiast in regards this

type of plants. A little later they lent me only for a few days, alas! a volume with 75
plates. You have no idea what pleasure it is look at your great work and everything that
you have published until now.

It is extremely important for me to have this work so that I can mention it, analyse it and
honor the person who wrote it.

You won't approve of the multiplication of the genders in the family of thèse plants;
perhaps I did not know which they where because I had not observed them alive. Somè
genders, it is true, such as the Echinopsis and the ? Ditrillocactus and the
?Cinateridis. Also the Malacocarpus, Telecyphora, Anhalonium. Here the shapes
are something else!. I have adapted thèse through excellent cuts from this unusual
family. I recently created the genders Aporocactus, Cleistocactus, Schlumbergeria,
Consolea. I did this by relying on the most serious principals of science: floral forms,
staminal arrangements and by information obtained from botanist scholars that have
studied thèse plants. In regards this subject I regret not having the benefit of being close
to you. I sent you some samples of articles I published on the subject in the Horticultural
Review that I publish here in Ghent. I have adopted until now twenty nine genus, of
which the majority, are strictly based on Botanical principles.

Therefore for example your Echinocereus, of which you have more than one subgenus,
seems to me an excellent idea. In the Cereus the stamina are depressed and free and
they are circular

In the Pilocereus that I préserve, specially after the comments in the excellent letters
from Mr. Console from the Botanical Garden in Palermo, the stamen are free just like in

your Echinocereus but the stylus is exceedingly short and the flowers are apical and
latéral which is unusual.
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I wonder if you recognize the:

!. ?Cactearum alig. nov. if it is something new for you and I will look for it.

2. The ? Geonographia has been placed in 12 volumes with magnificent plates on

colored leather, hand made, with 2 columns of French lettering. It was written in 1841-

1843. Its publication was interrupted by the death of the editor in Belgium.

I will research thèse two volumes during my next trip to Paris and I will be able to tell you

about them, this year.

3. I do not have any of the work from Haworth.

4. ?Hortus dyckensis. The next time I will try to find it in the numerous libraries. I

receive the catalogues ad hoc.

5. Scheidweiler, he only published prolonged notes in the ???? , that have no great

importance, in Belgique Journals and in the German "General Garden Newspapers". He
never published in the Annals of the Agricultural and Botanical Society of Ghent.

6. De Candolle thanked me for having assisted him on the occasion of having a public

sale of one of his works. It is an absolutely abominable work in regards the colored

plates.

7. Martius "New Napoléon". Small insignificant brochures inserted in the Nova Acta
Nature. They can nearly not be found.

8. But another article from the same author with pamphlets that have beautiful plates,

which you do not mention perhaps because you have such few samples. I will try to get

some for you from Germany.

The two or three other works that you mention to me are not related to the Cacti. I

would not have them.

Well, then it would be good to renew our communications which will be a pleasure for

me and for you. You could be one of the patrons of my Monographie Review of the

Cactaceas. I will be happy to publish them.

I will adopt as a separate gender your Cylindropuntia and wll shorten its name to

Cactus, which logically will remain as part of the family. My gender Consolea includes

the Opuntia with flat stems, ramified only lateraly and on which the flowers are located

as a circular base on the top, forming a cupula. I observed with Mr. Console, the

Opuntia spinosissima, rubescens.

My letters do not give you more détails of my innovations, however I must say that this

work is complète in ail points and irreproachable in regards the Cacti. I have been
lucky to have been able to study them when they were sent to me alive from a
temperate climate. I have been able to divulge my information to différent herbariums in

Europe.

You had the kindness to make available to me your three beautiful volumes where I

admired the magnificent créations, that would be difficult to duplicate in Europe. I

received them with much gratitude. With their help I will complète my books and I will

have the honor of citing your name in them. So that they can arrive here, I believe the

only way is to send them on a British or American steamer from England or Antwerp or

Le Havre.
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I regret that you will not be able to dispose of some samples of Cactus that you had
thought could be disposable, such as the Opuntia pes Corvi and ?(original is wrinkled

and unreadable). Thèse could be placed in a small box and sent via the same route.

I will have difficulty publishing my books as the editors are not interested in publishing

scientific books. They prêter the political ones or simple novels!!!!!.

You have asked me to send you the ten works of Dr. Hugel from Leipzig. I will do it, but
could you send me yours ? ( by British or American steamer).

I will be happy to receive those works before my departure to Paris ( my city of birth) at

the end of next June or beginning of next July.

Very sincerely,

Charles Lemaire

Prof of Botany at Ghent.

I hope most sincerely that this letter will arrive in spite of the Civil War, that is regretably
desolating your wonderful and interesting homeland. ( I hope God will soon bring peace)
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Lemaire, Charles

Ghent, Belgium March 28, 1869

Dear and lllustrious colleague,

I received with very vivid pleasure your letter of December 23, and I hurry to respond to

it.

I also received your two volumes, that are magnificent works. The last three letters were
addressed to you in St. Louis, Missouri but do not seemed to have arrived. This is most
regrettable.

I mentioned to you that my studies on Cacti had been exhausted and only available in

the ?????? ( handwriting is non deciphrable). I am very sorry that I have not been able

to satisfy you. Slnce a long time I have finished my Monograph of Cactacea. But the

editor was not interested in botanical works!!! I have tried to find another without

success.

( A long sentence is not translatable because of unrecognizable hand writing)

With this letter you will received my small ???????????. I would appreciate a very long

letter from you as your critic would be very bénéficiai.

I will await, dear Sir and very honored colleague very good news from you.

Very Sincerely Yours,

Ch. Lemaire


